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MAY 

 

PERÚ: Escuela de Vida, CEPETRI  

COSMA. 

 

ESCUELA DE VIDA: 

 
‘Escuela de Vida’ Rehabilitation Center 

re-educate residents through teaching 

Values and Awareness to Take Care of 

Your Body and our living environment.  

 

 
Therapy Group - Escuela de Vida 

 

 
Sports afternoon for residents and co-

worker  

 

The Belgian trainee Maxim provided 

spaces where residents worked 

environmental conservation. Thank you 

for your contribution! 

 

 
 
 
Activities celebrating 24 years of 

partnership with the Brothers of Charity 

 

 
 
Rehabilitation have thought and done 

from the person as a whole, 

biopsychosocial and spiritual and 

transcendent individual. the first Spiritual 

Journey of the year was held by 

religious volunteers who work with the 

work. 

 

 
 
Residents have the opportunity to learn 

occupational skills to face drug-free life 

with the opening of labor education 

workshops 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/570185663136367/photos/pcb.593951697426430/593951640759769/?type=3
https://www.facebook.com/570185663136367/photos/pcb.593951697426430/593951640759769/?type=3
https://www.facebook.com/570185663136367/photos/pcb.593951697426430/593951650759768/?type=3
https://www.facebook.com/570185663136367/photos/pcb.593951697426430/593951650759768/?type=3
https://www.facebook.com/570185663136367/photos/pcb.593951697426430/593951650759768/?type=3


 
 
 
Escuela de Vida ended the month with 

the beginning of production workshop 

brooms 

 

 
 

 

 

CEPETRI: 
 
The CEPETRI’s co-workers looking for 

family health, social and educational 

inclusion, performed the first brothers 

school to improve the relationship 

between our students and their brothers. 

 
 

 
 

 

A more achievement for CEPETRI is the 

signing of the inter Mutual cooperation 

with the prestigious Catholic 

educational institution from Carabayllo, 

Peru. Working for the same purpose.

 

 



COSMA: 

In COSMA, knowledge and experience 

of the mission in the region of Ayacucho 

is also shared, so our co-workers 

performed educational courses for 

universities and schools; by a mental 

health intervention quality based on a 

model community.

 

 

 

NICARAGUA: Day care center for 

street children “Jesús Amigo” and 

Children protection center “Casa 

Hogar Amanecer”.  
 

 

 
 

Spiritual growth began in May with 

the Eucharist celebrated by 

Granada’s bishop (Mons. Jorge 

Solórzano) for children and their 

families. 

 

 

  

Strengthening the bonding of mothers 

to children, children made crafts for 

Mother's Day. 

 



Promoting a healthy lifestyle and 

outdoor activities they were developed 

with a sporty and Kermes afternoon. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Champion and sub - champion first 

soccer tournament 2016, casa 

amanecer. CONGRATULATIONS!!! 

 Social and family reintegration 

program 

of Casa Amanecer made a workshop 

Karate, showing children the 

importance of sports. 

 

They concluded the month with the 

birthday celebration of sharing with 

children and strengthen their bond. 

 

 


